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Samsung galaxy mini plus arabic firmware A smartphone is a portable electronic device that can store and display
information, enable a user to communicate and access the internet, and perform tasks associated with the reception and
transmission of telephone calls, the storage and playing of music, navigation, and photography. The earliest ancestors of the
modern smartphone were a handheld personal computer, a pocketwatch (or wristwatch), and a mobile phone. By the early
2000s, the smartphone had become smaller and lighter, and had more applications. As of June 2017, smartphones were being
carried by over 7.5 billion people across the globe. A smartphone is not classified as a computer, but often features a display
that curves around the front of the device, commonly with no physical keyboard.[1] These mobile computers are connected to
the Internet by data networks running either cellular radio or wired technologies. First generation smartphones had little in
common except their internet connectivity. Most early smartphones were feature phones. The display quality improved over
time, and smartphones with high-resolution touchscreen displays became the majority by mid-2010s. Other features include a
camera or other imaging device that captures digital images and video, an on-screen keyboard for text entry, and a port for
connecting to other devices. Some smartphones have a universal port for USB, Bluetooth, or infrared. Some smartphones
feature a clock, email client, personal information manager, word processor, spreadsheet, or diary applications. As of 2017,
almost two billion people around the world own a smartphone. History The concept of a mobile phone is credited to
Alexander Graham Bell, who in the year 1875 filed a patent application for "Telegraphic Apparatus".[3] At the time, the
patent application included a demonstration of a handheld telegraph apparatus with a built-in bell. A year later, Bell filed a
second patent application for a "telephone with bell, exchange and detector". This second patent application included a further
demonstration of the telegraph apparatus with a built-in bell. Bell's portable telephone included a diaphragm which was
actuated by a spring-loaded hammer, and attached to the telephone receiver by a cord. A bent piece of wire was attached to
the diaphragm in such a way that when the diaphragm was vibrated by a sound wave, the bent piece of wire bent and signaled
the telephone receiver.[4] In 1876, Bell filed a third patent application which included the following elements; (1) a "me
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